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THE ROSE TECHNIC—ADVERTISEMENTS
THE REXALL STORE
KODAKS
A "SQUARE DEAL"
for everybody is the "Spalding Policy."
We guarantee each buyer of an article
bearing the Spalding Trade-Mark that
such article will give satisfaction and
a reasonable amount of service.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
(Send for our 1912 Catalogue)
136 No. Pennsylvania Street
Indianapolis, Indiana
CLEANING AND REPAIRING. SUITS PRESSED, 25 CENTS
NnE0 JVT"r 1.1--MINT1311e.S
BARBER SHOP
BARBERING A SPECIALTY
Formerly Located at Great Northern Hotel Barber Shop.
SEE CHESLEIGH GRAY, ROSE '13
ABOUT SOFT WATER LAUNDRY
BOTH PHONES 329
STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS
PLUMBING AND HARDWARE
FREITAG, WEINHARDT & CO.
664 WABASH AVENUE PHONES 140
J. M. 11:3IGW001) SADZitei:
(Established 1877)
1(e-we1ers Erna CIptioLaim
647 WABASH AVENUE TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
UP-TO-DATE—Special attention given to Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing. Eyes
Tested FREE and Satisfaction Guaranteed by Registered Optician.
J. M. BIGWO OD & SON
MY II] OS.
The HOME of TOTALLY DIFFERENT
and BETTER CLOTHES
C. E. REESE, '13, Rep.
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
THE ROSE TECHNIC
(Established 186f)
Che
4 Swop Alebf
jewelry Co.
524 WABASH AVENUE
Headquarters for
Easter Gifts
CLASS PINS
SEALS
AND
FOBS
SOUVENIR
Spoons and Plates
Field Day Medals and
Cupt
Foot Ball Spoons
MR. ARTHUR NEHF
of the Junior Class will attend to special orders
ADVERTISEMENTS
Casey & Murphy
TAILOR :: HATTERS
HABERDASHERS
SHIRT MAKERS
Everything the best Money can Buy
*Rose Vbarmacv
Seventh and Cherry
The Drug Store Different from the Rest.
The Store of Pure Drugs.
We charge you no more.
Agents for Belle Meade Sweet Candies.
Van Houten's Cocoa used at our fountain.
GIVE US A CALI.
Free Delivery. Both Phones.
1P)% —THE—
WALK-OVER
—SHOE FOR MEN—
$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
The Shoe That Appeals to a Man's Judgment From
Every Standpoint.
Men are attracted by
Walk-Over styles—
there are many differ-
ent models—conserva-
tive, medium and those
(lashing styles some-
times described as ex-
treme.
Surely the economy
of such a man's shoe
at $3.50, $4.00, $4.50 or
$5.00, needs no com-
ment here. Nor will
you need any style talk
to convince you of the
correctness' of their
shape once you begi 
looking at this sea-
son's Walk-Over mo-
dels we are showing.
Nor any talk about
foot comfort, after we
fit your size Walk-
Over to your foot.
You'll eventually wear Walk-Over's—better make now.
Walk-Over Boot Shop
651 WABASH AVENUE
The Style in BILL CODY'S HATS is
Contagious
Wear One and Catch It
$2 BILL CODY
A $3.00 HAT FOR $2.00
Paying more is over-paying. Everything
new and nobby in soft and stiff Hats.
Store : : 423 Wabash Avenue
MAX FRANK
"The Sole Saver"
Goodyear Welt Shoe Repairing System.
We call for your Shoes and deliver them
to you promptly.
29 NORTH SIXTH ST. Both Phones 1995
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS, IT MAY HELP US.
it
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THE ROSE TECHNIC ADVERTISEMENTS
We are ready, when you are, to show the most
Beautiful and Complete Line of FALL
WOOLENS ever shown, Fit Fabric
and Fashion Guaranteed
$18.75 to $60.00
Ed. Sparks
HATTER Haberdasher TAILOR
"THE CLOTHES SHOP OF SATISFACTION"
Dyeing, Cleaning and Pressing
813 WABASH AVENUE
Polytechnic Pharmacy
University Note Books, Cigars, Cigarets
and Tobaccos
PIPES
CANDIES—Mewhinney's, Rex and Lowneys.
Don't forget to ask to see the RASE POLY SEALS
on Rings, Tie Clips, Pins, Fobs, Spoons, etc.
J. B. BRUNNER 13th & Locust Sts.
GREAT NORTHERN CAFE
Opposite Big Four Station
Poly Headquarters for Meals at All Hours SMITH & WILLIAMS
805
Pythian Building Artla tire M. IT cot) cl INDIANAPOLISINDIANA
LiEC)
PATENT ATTORNEY
COUNSEL IN ALL MAT TERS PERTAINING TO
United States and Foreign Patents, Designs, Trade Marks and Labels
COLLEGE
PENNANTS, PILLOWS
and BANNERS
The most complete and up-to-date line in
the city
Drawing Instruments and Supplies
The R. F. Marley Co.
647 WABASH AVENUE
PHARiviACY
Terre Haute Trust Building
Seventh and Wabash Avenue
Agency "HUYLER'S"
CELEBRATED NEW YORK CANDIES
OU will find everything to complete your Wardrobe. Hart-Schaffner .8z.. Marx
Good Clothes, Manhattan Shirts, Emerson and Stetson Shoes, Underwear and
Hats. Our assortment is larger in all of these lines. You will
have no trouble in making a selection. Suits made to order from $15 to $30
Tune Bros. •••• Fifth and Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN 
TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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BOARD OF EDITORS
Editor in-Chief
ALBERT F. BRENNAN
Associate Editors,
WALKER H. HENRY   Assistant Editor
SMITH N. CROWE   Reviews
CAMILLE C. BAINES .  Alumni
EDWARD A. SCHEFFEL 
 
Athletics
RICHARD D. MADISON
ARTHUR N. NEHF Locals
JOHN M. SANFORD ....
JOSEPH E. O'CONNELL  Artist
Business Department,
T. ARTHUR NOVOTNEY Businecs Manager
GORDON L. ESHELMAN 
  
Asst. Business Manager
TERMS
One Year, $1.00 Single Copy, 15 cents
Issued Monthly at the Rose Polytechnic Institute.
Entered at the Post-Office, Terre Haute, Indiana, as second
class mail matter.
AT the first general assembly of the yearwe listened to several talks by different
members of the faculty and student body on
the general subject of "School Spirit." All
that was said was excellent, and worthy of the
serious consideration of the entire school.
Every Rose man who is worthy of the name
should give his upport to all the organizations
of the school. If you haven't got the speed or
the nerve or the endurance to try for football,
you can at least attend the games and do all
in your power to encourage the team to win.
Further than this, do not leave school every
night at four o'clock, but "stick around" and
watch the practice, at least. Give the men the
encouragement of your presence. Let them
know that you take some interest in what they
are doing, and that you appreciate the sacrifices
they are making for the sake of the athletic
reputation of the school.
If you are not athletically inclined, there are
enough other organizations where you can be of
much help to others and can receive a great deal
of personal benefit. There is the Y. M. C. A.,
the Camera Club, the Scientific Society, and the
Technic, to say nothing of three musical organi-
zations, all under competent directors, and all
deserving of your hearty support.
Above all things, remember that the know-
ledge gained from study is only half of a man's
college education. The other half is gained
from the association with men, and nowhere
could a better opportunity for this be found
than in one of the above named organizations.
We do not advise any one—freshmen least of
all—to neglect their school work, but we do
believe that there may be some germ of truth in
that old catch phrase which says "Never let
your studies interfere with your college educa-
tion."
000--
THE practice of cheating on examinations,usually referred to in student parlance
as "cribbing" became so wide-spread at Rose
last year as to cause a great deal of trouble
for the faculty and student body. Several con-
ferences were held between the faculty and the
student body, and many plans for the amelio-
ration of the existing conditions were proposed,
most of which worked with doubtful success.
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Much has been said regarding the so-called hon-
or system that is in use at many colleges, and
some students favor its adoption here.
Most students who resort to "cribbing" and
manage "to get by with it," feel that they are
cheating the instructor and not themselves.
Such is not the case, as a moment's thought will
show. In many cases, such a student is, we re-
gret to say, looked up to by his fellows. Under
the honor system, such, we believe, would not
be the case. There would be brought home to
every man a fuller realization of the fact that
he himself was the only loser by such a prac-
tice. We believe that any man who was guilty
of cheating under this system would be most
decidedly looked down upon by the members of
his class. Furthermore, we believe that of all
the men who have been guilty in the past at
Rose, not one would be so lacking in moral cour-
age as to even consider doing such a thing
when placed upon his own personal honor.
Much can no doubt be said against the sys-
tem. We even find one collage paper, The But-
ler Collegian, openly opposing it. For our-
selves, however, we maintain that it could hard-
ly work any more poorly than the present me-
thod, and that it gives every promise of work-
ing much better. Can't it be given a trial, at
least?
OUR leading article this -month is by Mr.George B. Schley, A. M., of Indianapolis. -
Mr. Schley is a graduate of Kenyon College,
Ohio, and is at present associated with Mr.
Arthur M. Hood, '93. Besides Mr: Schley, we
are indebted to Mr. Paul J. Simmen, the inven-
tor of the apparatus described, and to the
Electrical Railway Magazine for the use of the
cuts employed.
000----rr HE Alumni article this month is from .the
pen of Erich A. ("Young Doc") Mees,
1911, whom many of the present Juniors- and
Seniors will no doubt remember. Mr. Mees'
work on the Technic and Modulus while he was
in school is the only recommendation his article
needs.
000 
WE wish to take this opportunity to ex-tend our heartiest welcome to the
new members of the faculty, Mr. Sage and Mr.
Stock. Mr. J. R. Sage, instructor in Mathe-
matics, graduated from Ohio State University
(A. B.) in 1912. Mr. Orion L. Stock really
needs no introduction. He received his B. S.
in Civil Engineering in 1908, and in Architec-
ture in 1912. To both of these men we extend
our best wishes for a pleasant year—and many
of them.
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THE SIMMEN SYSTEM OF RAILWAY SIGNALING
AND TRAIN DISPATCHING
By GEORGE B. SCHLEY, A. M.
THERE has recently been installed, on theline of the Indianapolis and Cincinnati
Traction Co., Charles L. Henry, President, a
system of railway signaling and train dispatch-
ing which is both unique and effective. This
system, which is the first of its kind in the
United States, is designed by Mr. Paul J. Sim-
men and installed by Northey-Plummer, Ltd.,
Toronto and Indianapolis. A previous in-
stallation, somewhat along the same lines but
not involving all the features of the Indianapo-
lis and Cincinnati installation, was put in
operation some two years ago at Toronto, and
has since given successful and satisfactory ser-
vice. The first installation of about 18 miles
of track on the Indianapolis and Cincinnati
road has been so unformly successful that
orders have been given and work has been he-
gun to equip the remainder of the road, about
100 miles in all, with the Simmen system.
It was Air. Simmen's object in designing his
system, to remove as far as possible any chance
of erroneous judgment, and to prevent abso-
lutely any faulty execution, cn the part of any
human instrument in the operation of the rail -
road, while at the same time allowing the
greatest possible freedom of action so long as
it is within safe limits; to eliminate the necessity
for any human intermediary, who gonerally
forms the weakest link in the chain, Letween
the dispatcher and the train operatives; to in-
crease the facility of operation and the track
capacity; to provide better discipline among
the employees; to place before the train driver
a continous signal as to the proper course of
action to pursue, and to give the train dispatch-
er information and make a permanent record
as to whether such course is pursued and of the
exact location and movements of the train at all
times; and to do all this by a system which is
at once inexpensive to install and maintain, ef-
ficient and reliable in operation, not subject to
easy derangement, and without moving parts
at points along the track.
Mr. Simmen has attained his object. In do-
ing so he has provided a signal controller lo-
cated at the train dispatcher's office and hav-
ing its parts interlocked to prevent danger
producing operation thereof by the dispatcher,
train signals (comprising red and green lights
in front of the motorman or engineer in his
cab) of the normal danger type operated by
the controller, and a graphic recording device
located at the dispatcher's office and operated
automatically by the movements of the train
in response to such signals. The recording de-
vice gives the dispatcher full, constant, and
immediate information as to both the location
and movemeets of all trains under his control;
and also serves as a permanent record, which
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may be referred to at any time by higher offi-
cials of the road for disciplinary purposes.
With this information graphically before him,
the dispatcher is not liable to make any error
in judgment; but if he should, the interlocks
on the signal controller positively prevent such
error in judgment from becoming effective in
action and producing a wrong signal.
The installation of the Indianapolis and
Cincinnati Traction Co., covering about 18
miles, of track, is divided into nine blocks aver-
aging 2 miles each. At each dividing line, or
"station," between blocks, and at the outer end
of each end block, there is a siding, making
10 sidings in all. At each siding or station
there are three third rail sections, (two at the
end stations), one (the "home" third rail sec-
tion) at the switch point and one (the distant
of these signal wires, with its associated third
rail sections may be energized or de-energized,
though no current flows until an energized third
rail section is connected to ground or to the
track rails, which is done as a car passes.
In order to• make this connection, each car
is provided with a shoe which engages the third
rail sections as the car passes them. Each
third rail section has downwardly inclined
ends, so that the shoe is raised as it passes up-
on a third rail section and allowed to drop as
it passes therefrom. A switch, which may be
called the shoe switch, is opened and closed by
this lifting and dropping of the shoe. On the
car there is a relay coil having one -side ground-
ed, as on the car axle, and the other connected
to the shoe. The grounded side of the relay
coil is also connected to a local source of elec-
Contact Shoe about to make contact with short control rail
third rail section) about 2000 feet on each side
thereof. Each of these third rail sections is
about 70 feet long. These third rail rections
at each siding are electrically connected to-
gether, and in common to a signal leading to
the dispatcher's office. Thus there is one
signal wire between the dispatcher's catt and
each siding. By switch mechanism at the dis-
patcher's office, later described in detail, each
trical energy, such as a small storage battery,
and the other side of such local source is con-
nected, through the relay arm and a forward
relay contact, to one side of the shoe switch,
the other side of which is connected to the shoe.
This relay, which may be called the car relay,
also has another forward contact, connected to
one terminal of a green lamp or safety signal,
and a back contact connected to one terminal
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of a red lamp or danger signal, the other ter-
minals of both these lamps being connected to
the grounded side of the local battery.
As a car approaches a third rail section, its
shoe is lifted and the shoe switch is opened. If
the third rail section is energized, a current
passes therefrom through the car relay coil to
the ground; and the relay coil, thus energized,
holds its relay arm to its forward contacts, thus
energizing the green lamp or safety signal. If
the third rail section is not energized, the relay
coil cannot be energized therefrom, and the
opening of the shoe switch prevents it from
being energized from the local battery on the
car, thus musing the relay arm to fall against
its back contact and the red lamp or danger
signal to be energized. As the car passes be-
yond the third rail section, the shoe drops slow-
ly as it passes down the inclined end of the third
rail section. This closes the shoe switch be-
y-Pdea-r, 4,9177"
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Diagram of Car Circuit.
fore the shoe leaves the third rail section. If
the car relay coil is energized at this time from
the third rail section such closing of the shoe
switch connects the car relay coil in circuit
with the local battery, through the relay arm
and one of its forward contacts; this causes
the relay arm to continue in its forward posi-
tion and the safety signal produced by the pass-
ing of the car past an energized third rail sec-
tion to continue after such passage. If the
car relay coil is not energized from the third
rail eetion, the closing of the shoe switch does
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not complete the local battery circuit therefor,
such circuit being broken because the car relay
arm is away from its front contacts; this causes
the relay arm to continue in its back position
and the danger signal produced by the passing
of the car past a de-energized third rail sec-
tion to continue after such passage. In either
case, the safety or danger signal continues un-
til the shoe again engages a third rail section,
whereupon a safety signal or green light is
given if this third rail section is energized, and
a danger signal or red light given if it is not
energized.
The two signals, the red and green lights,
are placed directly in front of the motorman
Signals as Displayed by Illuminating Dials
in the Motorman's Cab.
or train driver, being suitably shaded to avoid
strain on his eyes. In order to make assur-
ance doubly sure, there is provided a bell which
is caused to ring upon the lifting of the shoe as
it pa§ses upon a third rail section, thus audibly
calling the motorman's attention to the fact
that at this point there may be a change in the
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signals. The signals, as already obvious, are
on the normal danger system, so that in case
of a failure of current, or a broken connection
the relay arm drops to its back position and
the danger signal is given. The mere absence
of a green light is in itself a danger signal,
even though the red light does not become
energized. When the motorman receives a
danger signal he telephones to the dispatcher,
by the usual telephone system installed along
electric railways or by an ingenious system
whereby the signal wires themselves are used,
and receives verbal instructions as to the prop-
er course to pursue, such instructions usually
being to take the adpacent siding until after the
passage of an approaching car in the other di-
rection.
As has been stated, the energizing and de-
energizing of the signal wires is controlled by
the train dispatcher from his office. Each
signal wire leads into the dispatcher's office
through a fuse and a lightning arrester, pro-
vided for safety purposes, and through the
operating coil of a relay, designated as the main
relay, to one arm of a double pole switch. The
la Pr4 42 r_-)
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Diagram of Two Main Control Circuits.
several double pole switches are arranged in
the same relative order as are the stations with
which they correspond. Each of these control
switches has a middle or off position, and two
working positions. In the middle position, the
switch grounds the signal wire to which it is
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connected, the ground connection being through
a bell which gives a signal in case the corres-
ponding wire at that time is energized for any
reason. This gives an efficient and constant
test of. the system. When any control switch
is in either extreme position, the corresponding
signal wire and its associated third rail sections
are connected with one side of a suitable source
of electrical energy, such as a storage battery,
the other side of such source being grounded.
The position of the switch handle indicates
whether a danger signal or a clear signal will
be given at the corresponding station when a
car reaches that station. The control switches
are provided with interlocking segments, which
act to prevent two adjacent switches from be-
ing thrown toward each other. The direction in
Which a control switch is thrown corresponds
to the direction in which a car is to move past
the corresponding siding or station.
The second arm of each control switch con-
trols the recording means. A record sheet is
moved longitudinally by a solenoid—operated
pawl and rachet, the operating circuit for which
is closed every five seconds by a clock switch.
The record sheet is ruled with longitudinal and
transverse lines. The transverse lines indicate
the time divisions and are spaced so that six
inches represent one hour; and the longitudinal
lines represent the various stations along the
road, and, like the control switches, are ar-
ranged in the same relative order as are the
stations themselves. The spaces between the
station lines are made proportional to the dis-
tances between the corresponding stations.
The record is made upon the sheet by a num-
ber of electrically operated Perforating -ifeed-.
les. For each station there is a station:pet.:
forating needle, which, When .eileitil6d,
makes a perforation on eie corre-
sponding station line. These station-
perforating needles are arranged above the
record sheet, so that their operation and con-
dition can be observed by the dispatcher. There
is also an east-bound and a west-bound block-
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perforating needle for each block between sta-
tions. The block-perforating needles are lo-
cated beneath the record sheet, the operating
magnets for the east-bound block-prf orating
needles being arranged, for convenience, in a
separate tier from those for the west-bound
block-perforating needles. All the perforating
needles make their perforations on the same
9
sheet nearer the line of the station last passed
by the car whose movements are being record-
ed.
Each block
-perforating needle is controlled
by a locking relay, having an opening and a
closing coil. The closing and the opening coils
for each locking relay are controlled by the
record-controlling arms of the control switches
Record Sheet in Service Showing Records Made by Two Opposing Trains.
transverse line, which is just at the top of the
visible portion of the record sheet, covering
about two hours time. Each block-perforating
needle makes its perforations slightly on that
side of the center of the block of the record
(in proper position) and by the main relays
for the stations at the entrance and exit re-
spectively of the corresponding block. The
operating circuits for all the block
-perforating
magnets extend in common through the clock
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switch which controls the movement of the re-
cord sheet, so that every five seconds, or at each
movement on the record sheet, all the block-
perforating needles whose locking relays are
closed make a perforation in the sheet. The
station-perforating needles are controlled by
the corresponding main relays independently
of the locking relays.
In operation, the train dispatcher will set a
number of switches east-bound to give the prop-
er signals to a car traveling in that direction,
and a number of other switches west-bound for
a car traveling in that direction. If two cars
are approaching, there will be one switch which
must be left in neutral position, the interlocks
corresponding dispatcher's control switch is
already set east bound, this engagement closes
a circuit between the third rail section and the
ground, thus energizing the main relay coil at
the dispatcher's office for that station and caus-
ing that relay to close. It also produces a
clear signal on the car, as heretofore explained.
The closing of the main relay causes the cor-
responding station-perforating needle for that
station to make a perforation, and to remain in
perforating position as long as the car remains
on the third rail section and thereby maintains
closed the operating circuit for the main relay.
The closing of the main relay also causes the
closing of the east-bound locking relay for the
President Henry and Staff Inspecting Signal System.
on the switches preventing it from being set
in either direction. This switch corresponds
to the predetermined meeting point or station
of the approaching cars. This meeting point
can be changed, if desired, by first returning
one of the adjacent switches to neutral position;
then, and not until then, can the switches which
first set the meeting point be turned toward the
switch so returned.
As a car, say an east-bound car, approaches
one of the stations, its shoe is lifted by the dis-
tant third rail section. Assuming that the
block being entered and the opening of the east-
bound locking relay for the block being left by
the car. This starts the operation of the east-
bound block-perforating needle for the block
being entered and stops the operation of the
east-bound block-perforating needle _ for the
block being left, each block
-perforating needle
making a continuous record while the car is in
the corresponding block.
Thus the station-perforating needle for each
station indicates by its position whether or not
a car is at such station, remaining depressed as
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long as the car shoe remains on the third rail
section, and making three separate and distinct
perforations for the three third rail sections.
Similarly, the east-bound or west-bound block-
perforating needle by its continuing perfora-
tion indicates the presence of a car in that
block, such perforation continuing while the
car remains in that section and ceasing as the
car reaches the station at the end of that
block. This record is visible to the dispatcher
as it is made and for two hours thereafter, so
was at fault. If the car was ahead of or be-
hind schedule, the record sheet shows it.
To permit two cars to pass, the dispatcher
leaves one of his control switches in its middle
or off position; he is compelled to do this by
the interlocks between the switches if two cars
are approaching each other. As a car reaches
the distant third rail section at the correspond-
ing station, a red or danger signal is given the
motorman in sufficient time to enable him to
stop his car before reaching the siding itself.
Signal Control Board, Train Recording Apparatus, and Telephone Switch Board.
that he has at all times a graphic indication of
the position of the cars under his control and
of their movements during the preceding two
hours. Moreover, the record sheet furnishes a
permanent record of the movement of the cars,
so that in case of an accident, for example, it is
possible to determine by the record sheet just
what the movements of the cars were and who
When the car reaches the home third rail sec-
tion, the motorman calls up the dispatcher's
office for orders. These orders are -generally
that this car take the siding at that station, and
await the passing of the approaching car in
the other direction. Assume that a car first
reaching the section is an east-bound car. As
soon as this car has taken the siding, the dis-
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patcher sets to neutral position, or even to
west-bound position if desired, the switches for
the stations which that car has passed, and
thereupon sets to west bound position the con-
trol switch for the station at which the car has
taken a siding, so that the approaching west-
bound car will get a clear signAl. When this
car has passed the station, the east-bound car
backs out of the siding, and if when its shoe
engages one of the third rail sections it gets a
green or clear signal, it proceeds to the east.
Like all signal systems, the system as so far
described depends somewhat on the integrity of
the car operator. If he chooses to disregard
a signal, he can do so and run past. In order
to prevent this, the system readily lends itself
to the addition of an automatic stop, which
leaves the car operator complete freedom so
long as he does not go beyond certain prede-
termined safe limits. Open switch protection
is also readily added.
The signal system has no connection with
the power current or other propulsive power.
The ground connection provided at the dis-
patcher's office provides a continual test for the
system. All moving _parts are carried by the
car or are located at the dispatcher's office, so
that repairs are easy.
The system has the additional advantage of
being liked by the car operatives, an important
feature in any signaling system; and this in
spite of the fact that the record sheet furnishes
an exact and permanent record for disciplinary
purposes. They say it makes them feel safer.
With this record before him, the dispatcher can
hardly make a mistake. But if he does, the in-
terlocks on his control switches prevent such
mistake in judgment from becoming effective in
operation. The signals are given directly to
the train Operator by the dispatcher, and the
signals are so simple that there is almost no
chance of misinterpeting them. By reason of
the exactness and simplicity of these signals, it
is found that the track capacity is greatly in-
creased. Moreover, great freedom of action
is allowed, but it is always maintained within
safe limits;
THE ROSE TECHNIC
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MUNICIPAL LIGHT AND POWER PLANT AND
FILTER PLANT AT WASHINGTON, GEORGIA
(By E. A. MEEs, '11)
IT was with some degree of pleasure that thewriter recently received a communication
from the Technic Editor requesting a contribu-
tion for the school journal. Not many months
ago we. were making similar frantic efforts to
get Technic articles, and, remembering the fre-
quent adverse replies received in answer to our
urgent requests, and our resulting righteous in-
dignation, we feel in duty bound to meet the de-
mands of the present editor fork a contribution,
irrespective of the latter's literary or technical
significance. We also feel, that, although of
necessity, our attention is now focused on
things more or less removed from school activi-
ties, yet it will be conducive of considerable
good, to tear one's self away from the daily
routine of present •work and worries, and, by
diverting our thoughts, cultivate the habit of
"das vielseitige Interesse."
About six months ago the writer accepted a
position as construction engineer with the firm
of Tucker & Laxton, Engineers and Contrac-
tors,. Charlotte, N. C., the first commission be-
ing the erection of a Municipal Light and
Power Plant for the city of Washington, Ga.
To present a brief outline of the methods used,
the difficulties encountered and certain conclu-
sions arrived at during the period of contruc-
tion, is the intent of this paper.
Conditions—
The town of Washington, Ga., has a popula-
tion of approximately. 4000 inhabitants and is
located 76 miles from Augusta and 131 miles
from Atlanta. Transportation facilities are
poor, the town being at the terminus of an 18
mile spur track off the main line of the Georgia
R. R., which is an airline route between 'Augus-
ta and Atlanta. Since Washington lies in the
heart of the cotton Belt, local interest is nearly
entirely centered in the output of this product.
Manufacturing is carried on to a very small ex-
tent only.
The Electric Light Plant of the town, up to
the present, consisted of a brick station with
boiler and engine rooms, equipped with two 75
H.P. tubular boilers, an antiquated Corliss en-
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gine of unknown ( ?) power and a first class 150
K.W., 2200 volt Westinghouse Alternator. The
transmission system was so indifferently con-
structed that one courted death in the form of
electrocution by venturing out on the streets on
a stormy night.
The Municipal Wateryvorks are located two
miles from the city. , The layout originally con-
sisted of a raw water settling basin and a pump-
ing station. The 1,000,000 gallon raw water
reservoir is 130 feet sq. and approximately 12
ft. deep with sloping sides; the sides and bot-
tom are concrete lined. The pumping station
is divided into two parts, a 20 ft.x30 ft. pump
room and a 40 ft.x40 ft. boiler room. The
The water at nearly all seasons has a high tur-
bidity, sometimes showing considerable alkalin-
ity, at other times being neutral. The rate of
consumption is about 320,000 gallons per day,
two-thirds of this being used in ten hours.
Changes Proposed, Covered by Contract—
Plans and specifications for the improvement
of the lighting system and pumping equipment
were prepared by Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
and Co., New York Engineers. These plans
called for the erection of a 36 ft.x93 ft. modern
station to supplant the old station; the building
of an entirely new transmission system, and the
installation of a motor belt-driven Triplex pump
at the pumping station.
Showing Coagulating Basin and Alum Tanks in Foreground; Filters, Pumping Sta-
tion, Clear Water Basin and Raw Water Basin in Background.
original installation consisted of two 75 H.P.
tubular boilers and a Worthington Steam
Pump delivering 500 gallons per minute against
a static standpipe pressure of from 120 to 150
lbs. to the sq. in. The source of water supply
is a small creek. Water flows by gravity
through a 15 in. terra cotta pipe line into the
settling basin a distance of one and a half miles.
Plans and specifications for the erection of a
Filter 'Plant were drawn up by Mr. Nisbet
Wingfield, City Engineer of Augusta, Ga.
The plans called for the construction of
(a) A Coagulating Basin.
(b) Two Filters of the Gravity Type.
(c) A Clear Water Basin.
(d) The Installation of a Centrifugal Pump
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and all necessary pipe connections.
The method of operation is as follows: Wa-
ter is pumped from the Raw Water Reservoir
to the Coagulating Basin by means of the Cen-
trifugal pump. From the latter basin, the water
flows by gravity through the Filters into the
Clear Water Basin, from whence it is pumped
into the city mains, either the Steam Pump or
the Triplex Pump being used for this purpose.
In presenting a detailed description of the
work above outlined, we will attempt to discuss
the various phases of the work under separate
headings.
FILTER PLANT.
The gravity style of plant was peculiarly
adapted to the local situation, hence its adop-
tion. The full pond water level of the raw
water basin is approximately five feet lower than
the level of the pump robm floor. A level
stretch, 35 ft. in width, intervenes between this
basin and the pumping station, the pump room
being located on the side nearest the reservoir.
This level plot afforded an excellent location
for the filters and clear water basin. To the
south of the station, at a distance of 50 ft., a
rapidly rising hill made it possible to locate the
coagulating basin, in partial cut and fill, at a
distance of only 100 ft, from the station. Thus
the entire layout is compact and easily accessi-
ble.
(a) COAGULATING BASIN.
The surface dimensions of this basin are
30 ft.x30 ft. The sides have a 45 degree slope
and are carried to a vertical depth of 10 ft.,
thus making the base a 10 ft. square, same be-
ing at an elevation of 12 ft. above the pump
floor level. Both sides and bottom are lined
with a 6 in. layer of 1 :3:6 concrete with a sur-
face coating of cement grout. A 12 in. brick
parapet wall surrounds the basin. In locating
the basin, particular efforts were made to bal-
ance cut and fill, thus reducing the cost of
handling excavated earth fo a minimum. Un-
fortunately, the soil was of a sandy character,
making it impossible to water,tamp it with any
degree of success. On the embankment side of
the basin the fill was carried out a distance of
six feet from the parapet wall on a level with
the top of the basin, sloping from thence at the
angle of repose of the soil. In this connection
we wish to state that shortly after the plant was
put in operation, heavy rains, in conjunction
with the water pressure brought about a rapid
settlement of the soil on the down hill side of
the basin opening up a hair-crack in the con-
crete lining which at the top increased to nearly
1-16 of an inch. To arrest this settlement,
considerable of the fill was removed and a con-
crete back fill substituted; the results thus at-
tained appear to be entirely satisfactory
(b) FILTERS.
The filters are located on the level plot im-
mediately at the foot of the hill covering an area
approximately 18 ft.x18 ft. The floor level
is 10 ft. below the bottom of the Coagulating
basin and the height of the filters above this
floor level is 8 ft. 6 in. The filters consist of
two independently operated units, each having
a sand area of 15 ftx7 ft. The structure is of
re-inforced concrete, rectangular in shape,
built mono-lithic, resting on a firm concrete
foundation. The outside walls are 8 inches
thick at the top and 10 inches at the bottom with
battered outside faces. The two units are
separated by a central dividing wall 10 inches
thick at the top and bottom. The mixture used
was a 1 :2 :4 concrete, using a 3-4 in. granite
rock aggregate.
5-8 in. round corrugated, vertical re-inforc-
ing bars were used in the walls and identical
horrizontal bars in the floor, flexible wire be-
ing used to space the rods. The floor rods
were made continuous through the central di-
viding fall, and all rods in the adjoining walls
were tied together at the corners. 1-2 inch
corrugated round bars were placed at intervals
of 2 ft. near the surface of the walls to take
up temperature stresses. After removal of
the forms, the walls and floor were plastered
with cement mortar. Each unit has -three
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flanged cast iron wall castings carried through
the wall facing the hill side.
These castings are as follows:
(a) 6 in. Influent pipe.
(b) 8 in. Waste water pipe.
(c) 6 in. Effluent pipe.
The former two castings afford inlets to the
filters at an elevation of 2 ft. above the floor'
level. Water entering the filters through the
6 in. influent pipe from the coagulating basin,
rises to a height of 3 ft. 6 in. above the floor
• level, when it flows over a weir wall carried to
that height, onto the filtering sand. Continu-
ing to rise until the water stands at an elevation
of 8 ft. above the floor level, the influent valve
is automatically shut off, same being controlled
• by a copper float operating in a c.ast iron float
tank which is anchored into the wall at the prop-
er height.
• The effluent wall casting is located in the
center of each unit at the floor level. The im-
mediate outside connection to this casting is a
6in.x6in.x6in.x4in. cross, the larger outlets
being respectively the filtered water effluent and
the rewash. The 4 in. opening permits water
from the city mains to enter for the purpose of
washing the sand. The inside connections to
the effluent wall casting consist of an elliptical
header pipe running the length of the filter, and
a series of 1 in. collector pipes at right angles
to the central header. All collector pipes are
tapped on top at intervals of 6 in. Brass strain-
ers screwed into these taps collect the filtered
water. Each unit has 500 .of these strainers
and the rate of filtration is 500,000 gallons in
24 hours for each filter.
The filter- bed consists of an 18 in. layer of
coarse gravel, and a 2 ft. 6 in. layer of clean
silica sand passing a 16 mesh and remaining on
a 36 mesh sieve.
In washing the sand, water from the city
mains at a normal pressure of 125 lbs. per sq.
inch is reversed through the collector pipes
carrying the coating of sediment from the top
' surface of the sand over the weir wall through
the 8 in. waste water pipe into a 12 in. sewer.
A steel wash trough which extends the entire
length of the filter, at the center line, facilitates
the flow of waste water in the direction of the
waste pipe, and, at the same time, prevents the
thick froth from becoming clogged at the end
of the filters farthest removed from the weir
wall.
After the sand is washed, the normal direc-
tion of flow is re-established and after permit-
ting the filtered water to flow through the re-
wash pipe into the sewer for several minutes,
the effluent will again be perfectly clear and of
proper quality to be directed into the clear wa-
ter basin.
The complete system of valves makes these
units very flexible from an operating standpoint.
All the pipe and fitting are standard weight C.
I. flanged ends. Corrugated annealed copper
gaskets are used throughout. No water proof-
ing material was used in the concrete other than
Ceresit, which, we are compelled to say, gave
but little satisfaction, if any. The seepage
through the solid walls is inconsiderable but a
great deal of trouble was experienced in getting
water tight joints around the wall castings and
although the leakage was at first more than per-
missable, it was found that after a short period
of operation the seepage subsided, the alum
coagulant playing an important part in stop-
ping the leaks.
The 8 in. pipe line which carries the water
from the coagulating basin to the filters is car-
ried beyond that point to the clear water basin,
a gate valve being introduced between the point
where the water enters and leaves the filters. By
this arrangement it is possible to by-pass the
filters and permit the water to flow directly from
the upper basin to the clear water basin. At
the coagulating basin this pipe terminates in a
swinging joint consisting of an 8 in. screw el-
bow with one loose thread and a 9 ft. length of
W. I. pipe. At the open end of this pipe, a
copper float 3 ft. in diameter is attached by
means of iron bands. In this manner, the wa-
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ter is at all times taken from the coagulating
basin at a depth of 18 ft. below the surface of
the water, the coagulant carrying the suspended
matter to the bottom.
(c) CLEAR WATER BASIN.
This basin is located between the station and
the raw water basin. It is 21 ft. in diameter and
13 ft. deep; the wall is of brick construction,
12 in. thick; the bottom is lined with 10 in. of
concrete. The 8 in. suction pipe from the high
service pumps is carried to within 3 in. of the
bottom of the basin. Immediately beyond the
point where the suction pipe passes through the
brick wall of the basin, an 8in.x8in.x8in.x8in.
cross is introduced in the line, with hub end gate
valves at each outlet. The three additional out-
lets lead respectively to the steam pump, the
triplex pump and the raw water basin. This
arrangement makes a four-way operation possi-
ble, i. e., suction from either the clear water
basin or raw water basin by means of either the
steam or triplex pump.
(d) PUMPS.
The Centrifugal pump which takes the wa-
ter from the raw water basin and discharges
same into the Coagulating basin, is a direct-con-
nected motor driven Buffalo pump. The motor
is a 15 H.P., 220 volt, Westinghouse Induction
motor, resting on a common bed-plate with the
pump. The suction line increases from 5 in. at
the pump to 8 in. An 8 in. foot valve is at-
tached. The suction lift at low water stage is
15 ft. The discharge increases from 4 in. at
the pump to 6 in., the open end of the discharge
pipe being at an elevation of 20 ft. above the
pump level. From two small rectangular con-
crete alum and soda ash tanks, a saturated so-
lution of either chemical is introduced into the
discharge .pipe of the Centrifugal pump. These
tanks are built at the edge of the coagulating
basin at a point where the pump discharges its
water into the basin. Control valves operated
from the pump room regulate the rate of flow
of the coagulant and the soda ash.
The new high service pump is an 1 lin.x12in.
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Deane vertical, triplex, single acting power
pump guaranteed to deliver 560 gallons per
minute against a water pressure of 175 lbs per
sq. in., when operating at 38 revolutions per
minute.
The pump is driven by a 75 H.P., 2200 volt,
60 cycle, three phase Westinghouse Induction
motor, with a resistance type starter. The
pump and motor are belt
-connected, the dis-
tance from center to center of driving pulleys
being 12 ft.
Both suction and discharge lines are 8 in.,
the latter fittings and pipe being extra heavy
W. I. above ground. All underground pipe is
standard weight bell and spigot pipe. Owing
to the limited size of the pump room, it became
necessary to carry the triplex pump connec-
tion through the building wall before dropping
vertically below ground.
To start this pump against the high static
pressure, it was found necessary to introduce
a swing check valve into the discharge main.
(e) COST DATA.
The writer made particular effort to keep
accurate cost data on every part of the above
work. Data of this character we have found to
be of inestimable value. Conditions uncle..
which work is carried on are so variable and
at the same time determine the cost of construc-
tion to such a great extent, that every new col-
lection of data gives additional valuable infor-
mation and aids the contractor in making true
estimates and not merely "guess estimates" on
work which he may propose to undertake in the
future. Space and time does not permit us to
go into details, hence, data on only one item
is appended illustrating the method used.
Brick Work on Clear Water Basin---
Cost of hard
-burned brick f. o. b. Wash-
ington, Ga. $7.00 per M.
(Note—Obtained from yard within 10 miles
of this city. Freight rate is 0.05 per hundred.
Hauling $2.35 per M.
Average haul, 425 brick; weight per brick
equals 5 lbs.
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Teams at $4.00 a day making 4 loads.
Distance of haul-2 miles.
Average cost includes loading and unload-
ing (wagons.)
2—Unloading from cars :—Two men-
15,00 brick. Rate, 0.12 1-2 per hr.
Men, hours-30 $0.25 per M.
(Cars coming two per day, sometimes on
rainy days, made unloading from cars on
ground necessary to avoid demurrage
charges.)
3—Masons:
Laying 15,00 brick, circular 12 in.
wall. Rate equals 0:35 per hr.
Total men hrs.-94. Unit cost
 
$2,21 per M.
4—Mixing mortar:
Rate-0.12 1-2 per hr. Men hrs.
—51. Unit cost $0.42 pei M.
5—Handling brick and mortar:
Rate-0.12 1-2 per hr. Men hrs.
—27 1-2. Unit cost $0.23 per M.
6—Mortar:
21 bbls. cement
Net cost $1.40 bbl. (sacks returned.)
Hauling, $0.17 bbl.
Storage, $0.10 bbl.
$1.67 equals cost per bbl.
7 1-2 yds. sand at $0.35
(Hauled from creek; distance 150
yds). Teams at $3.00 per day.
Unit cost $2.51 per M.
Unit cost of Brick Work $14.97 per M.
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER PLANT.
(a) Building:
The powerhouse, as already indicated, is
rectangular in shape, 93 ft. long and 36 ft.
wide, consisting of a 36 ft.x34ft. boiler room
and a 54ft.x34ft. engine room separated by a
.12 in. wall. All wall and machinery founda-
tions are constructed of 1 :3:5 concrete built
in forms above the footing courses. The water
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table is cast as part of the foundations. All
machinery foundation bolts are surrounded by
galvanized pipe of sufficient size to allow ample
play for the bolts during erection of machinery.
All window sills are cast, using a wet mix-
ture composed of one part cement to three parts
small crushed stone. They are cast in halves,
and are re-inforced by two 1-4 in. round rods.
The floors of both rooms consist of a 12 in.
layer of cinders covered by a 5 in. layer of
concrete and a 1 inch. surface coating of 1:1
cement grouting. The boiler room floor is at
an elevation of 16 in. below the engine room
floor.
All brick work is built of hard-burned brick,
using dark selected brick for outside face work,
the latter being laid in black mortar.
Steel roof trusses span the building, two be-
ing erected over the engine room and one over
the boiler room, the bottom chords being at a
height of 14 ft. above the boiler room floor
level. The trusses are 5 ft. deep at the center
line and 3 ft. 6 in. at the bearing plates, giving
a roof pitch of 1 in. in 12 in. The bearing
plates rest on 16 in. pilasters.
Trusses are spaced 18 ft. apart and are
laterally braced by vertical trussed steel at the
center-line. The detail of the boiler room struc-
tural steel is somewhat unsual. Two 12 in.
31 1-2 lb. I beams, spaced 4 ft. 6 in. extend
at right angles from the boiler room trusses to
the outside end wall, standard connections be-
ing made on a specially heavy built lintel. The
two I beams are symetrically located with re-
spect to the center line of the truss and the end
shear is transferred through a 12 in. 20 1-2 lb.
channel riveted to vertical truss members. Short
12 in. channels riveted between the beams form
a 4 ft. 2 in. square cradle immediately over the
smoke outlet of the boiler breechen. The 77 ft.
12,000 lb. steel stack rests in the cradle and is
connected to the breechen by means of a collar
which makes a close joint between the two parts.
The entire load of the stack is thus transferred
to the building walls through the truss and the
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lintel, and the breechen is totally independent
of the stack. The top of the stack supporting
beams is 17 ft. 6 in. above the boiler room floor
level and the stack extends through the cradle
about two feet. The load is transferred to the
beams by a 4in.x3in.x1-2in. angle riveted to
the stack.
In this connection, it is interesting to note
5-16 in. under the load.
The problem of raising the heavy stack and
placing same in the cradle proved to be a de-
cidedly venturesome task. The first attempt
proved disastrous. A 50 ft. pine pole was placed
on top of the boiler setting and guyed with four
9-16 in. steel cables. These guys were afterward
used as the lower stack guys. In making the
View of Electric Light and Power Plant. Spur
ground.
that the whole load of 12,000 lbs. is transferr-
ed through only about one-third of the 4in.x3in.
angle; an octagonal cradle would have given
considerably greater bearing surface, and
hence would have distributed the stresses more
uniformly throughout the angle. The writer
measured a deflection in the I beams of about
Track of Georgia R. R. in Fore-
first attempt at placing the stack, manila ropes
and 10 in. three sheave iron blocks were used.
Shifts of four men raised the load at a low gear-
ed winch which was bolted on the roof 50 ft. from
the pole. The stack was completely riveted
together on the ground and placed at right
angles to the supporting beams with the upper
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end directly beneath the beams, the door frame
to the boiler room having been removed. The
lower end of the stack was placed on a cradle
View of Interior of Boiler Room Showing
Structural Steel Details of Stack
Support.
built of 6inx6in. timbers. The cradle was
placed on rollers, the latter operating on steel
rails. As the upper end was raised, the stack
was pulled forward on the rollers with auxi-
liary block and tackle. This method of pro-
ceedure was continued until the upper end of
the stack was raised to the I beams and rested
on the same. The hook sling was now shifted
to a point lower down on the stack, the upper
guy cables attached and the stack raised to a
point where it reached its balance resting against
the beams. The sling was again changed and
placed about 1-3 the length of the stack below
the upper end and with this hold, the stack
was raised to a nearly vertical position, the
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lower end resting on the cradle directly beneath
the beams. Lashing the stack to the pole, re-
moving the cradle from beneath and tempor-
arily fastening the upper stack guys to their
ground anchors, the hook sling was placed 7 ft.
below the center of the stack to make the final
vertical lift of 18 ft. The pivotal point being
the center, the stack was now top heavy. To
counteract this tilting force, blocks were at-
tached to each stack guy. As the stack was
raised, slacking or tightening on these guys
maintained an equilibrium. The vertical lift
was made in thirty minutes.
On the first attempt, the sling, consisting of
two strands of 1 1-2 in. manila rope, parted,
when the stack stood at an angle of 60 degrees,
or thereabouts, with the ground. One stack
section was ruined, two complete lines of rivets
were sheared off as though cut with a knife
and the I beams, which received the full force of
the fall, were crippled beyond repair. Beyond
this, strangely enough, no damage resulted. The
debris was cleared away, new parts ordered, re-
ceived and put in place and everything put in
Showing Stack in an Upright Position,
End Resting on Ground.
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readiness for the second attempt within a weeks'
time.
Upon examination it was found that the up-
per lifting block was bent. Two pulleys thus
being held tight, the load on lifting cable
became so great that the 1 1-2in. shaft of the
winch was completely twisted off. Close obser-
vation showed that the shaft steel had twisted
through nearly 45 degrees before the failure
occurred. The sheared surface was clean-cut.
New 16 in. 3 sheave blocks were purchased, a
2 in. shaft placed in the winch and a 5-8in.
Hercules hoisting rope, six strands, 19 wires to
each strand, used.
Triple windings of this cable were used for
Illustrating Method of Electing Gin Pole
on Top of Boiler Setting.
all slings. With this new equipment, the un-
wieldly load was handled with eft' se.
eilThe writer begs to submit th t he considers
this stack raising episode an ential part of
his engineering education and; owever politic
it might be to make little or no mention of the
accident, yet the information might prove
profitable to other young and inexperienced en-
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gineers and is given with that purpose in view.
The element of uncertainty in handling heavy
material most assuredly calls for large safety
factors in all lifting equipment.
All frames, sash and doors of the power
house are made of clear cypress. The roof was
furnished by the Johns-Manville Co. and is
their J. M. Asbestos style, guaranteed for a
period of 10 years.
(a) POWER HOUSE EQUIPMENT.
The boiler room equipment consists of one
new 100 H. P. Cagey-Hedges boiler set in
parallel with one of the 75 H. P. boilers remov-
ed from the pumping station; two Deane Du-
plex Feed Pumps and a Blake-Knowles 300 H.
P. open Feed Water Heater. All piping and
the heater are covered with Philip-Carey 85 per
cent, magnesia pipe covering.
The engine room equipment consists of a new
150 H. P. Harrisburg Corliss Engine and the
150 K. W. generator and exciter taken from
the old power house.
(c) TRANSMISSION SYSTEM.
All poles are of chestnut, 35 ft. high, with 8
in. minimum tops. Poles are placed 100 ft.
apart.
The two and a half mile line to the water
works is a 3 phase, 2200 volt, 3 wire system,
bare No. 6 B. & S. hard drawn copper wire be-
ing used. Within the city limit, No. 6 B. & S.
triple braided weather proof wire is used.
The street lighting system consists of 24 A.
C. 6.6. ampere series enclosed arcs and 38 6.6.
ampere series Tungsten lamps.
Transformers are single phase designed for
2200 volts primary and 115 volts secondary.
Secondary windings are divided into two sec-
tions so proportioned that they can be con-
nected in series for 115-230 volt, three wire ser-
vice.
Cost data was collected on every Portion of
this work in a similar manner to that adopted
for the filter plant work.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
CLASS OF 1912.
Ahrens, Julius W., Ill. Steel Co., Gary, Ind.
Albrecht, August H., Wagner Electric Mfg.
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Beck, John H., Rosiclare Lead & Fluor Spar
mines, Rosiclare, Ill.
Bell, William R., Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg.
Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Dodson, C. Owen, Heer Engine Co., Ports-
mouth, Ohio.
Dreifus, Alvin, with Walter G. Franz, Consult-
ing Engineer, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Fairchild, C. Owen
Fishback, Richard, Wagner Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Floyd, Raymond C., Bristol, Ind.
Gilbert, Lucien D.
Heer, Benjamin L., Heer Engine Co., Ports-
mouth, Ohio.
Heer, W. Scott, Heer Engine Co., Portsmouth,
Ohio.
Hepp, Joseph A., In charge of Oil Dept., United
Railways Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Hubbard, Donald M., In Efficiency Depart-
ment, Selby Shoe Co., Portsmouth, Ohio.
Hyde, Albert L., Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Railway, Webster, S. D.
Klenk, Oscar G.
Krieger, Carl J., Illinois Steel Co., S. Chicago,
Illinois.
Lawler, John M., Carrollton, Ohio.
Mace, W. Scott, Deane Steam Pump Co., Holy-
oke, Mass.
Meyer, Ferdinand E., LaBelle Iron & Steel Co.,
Steubenville, 0.
Nagel, Clarence P. L., Proctor & Gamble Co.,
Ivorydale, Ohio.
Rankin, Walter E., Beaver Soap Co., Dayton,
Ohio.
Rasmussen, Alvin C., Insley Mfg Co., Indian-
apolis, Ind.
Reagan, Oliver E., with John Bacon Hutchings,
Architect, Louisville, Ky.
Reddie, William W., Westinghouse Elec. &
Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Rehm, Roland C., General Electric Co., Lynn,
Mass.
Rommel, Carl P., Peoples Gas, Light & Coke
Co., Chicago, Ill.
Savant, D. P.
Schoonover, Ralph R.
Service, Jerry H. Jr., General Electric Co.,
Lynn, Mass.
Slocomb, Rufus C., Baltimore & Ohio R. R.,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Spindle, James E., Grand Rapids Gas Light
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Wente, Frank H., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Yingling, Henry L., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y.
 
000 
R. N. Hickman, '11, inspector Isthmian Can-
al Commission, has been transferred from
Pittsburgh to York, Pa., where he is in the
same line of work.
H. E. Wiedemann, '03, has resigned as in-
structor in Chemistry in the Washington Uni-
versity Manual Training School and will de-
vote his entire time, in the future, to his labora-
tory work.
John M. McDaniel, '11, has changed from
Terre Haute to Minneapolis, Minn., where he
has accepted a position with the Pioneer Malt-
ing Co.
Floyd M. Weaver, '11, of Dayton, 0., has
gone to Denver, Colo., where he will remain
at the Phipps Sanatorium until he has recov-
ered from his illness.
Charles Ware, a former '13, has also gone to
the Phipps Institute for the benefit of his
health.
Julius Ahrens, '12, has accepted a position
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as Chemist with the Illinois Steel Co., at Gary,
Ind.
Harry Shickel, '07, was in the city on ac-
count of the death of his mother.
R. C. Floyd, '12, is a candidate for County
Surveyor on the Progressive ticket at Bristol,
Ind.
Recent Alumni will be interested to learn
of the birth of a son, Ross Vaughan Brewer, to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Brewer. Mr. Brewer is
a member of the class of 1913.
The marriage of Miss Grace Riehle to Mr.
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Carl Wischmeyer, '06, at Terre Haute, Sep-
tember 11, has been announced.
The marriage of Miss Rose Duenweg to Mr.
Don B. Rush, '10, at Terre Haute, Ind., Sep-
tember, 1912, has been announced.
J. T. Sutliff, '10, is with the Connersville
Blower Co., Connersville, Ind.
Richard L. Smith, '09, has resigned his posi-
tion with the Pacific Electric Railway, of Los
Angeles, and has accepted a position with the
Whittier Water Co., of Whittier, 'California.
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0 NCE more old Rose has started anotheryear and once more the green Freshies
have met the more experienced Sophs in Chal-
lenge and Pipe Rush, but this time the hattles
were drawn.
On Wednesday night some skirmishing was
done by both classes. A gang of Freshmen
gathered up four or five sophs, giving part of
them baths and tying the rest to trees across
the river. A bunch of Sophs treated a couple
luckless freshmen in the same manner but no
one was hurt and all showed up for the Chal-
lenge Rush on Thursday night.
Thursday afternoon three or four Sophs
kidnapped Jack Barrett, the Freshmen's scrap
captain, and thought they had him well out of
the way but when the scrap started Barrett was
leading the charge of the Freshies.
During the course of this scrap the specta-
tors, due to lack of police, secured entrance to
, the gridiron and hampered the scrappers, cutt-
ing men loose as fast as they were tied up. Thus
the scrap bade fair to last all night so the up-
per classmen called it off and the moving vans
moved off without their usual load of tired and
dirty passengers.
On Saturday afternoon the Sophs, with
Drake twirling, were beating the Freshmen
handily in the ball game and with the score five
to nothing against them the Freshmen yelled
pipes at the end of the fourth inning. This
"little pipe" rush was almost a farce, the
Sophs not receiving any pipes and clothes re-
maining almost intact.
But not so with the "big pipe" rush. When
Hath threw up the old relic of many scraps
Larr, '13, for the second time, was the first to
reach it, and he threw it far back into his
bunch who fell on it like wolves. Then came
ten minutes of hard scrapping, during which
many were put in that condition where the pro-
verbial barrel would have come in handy. Even
J. Luther Pirtle became somewhat excited and
handled some of the Freshmen rather roughly.
Then the gun was fired and a count taken.
"Doc" White giving it • to the Freshies twelve
to nine and Scheffel, '13, calling it a tie, twelve
to twelve. Thus ended the class scraps with
the supremacy undecided but with the Freshmen
thoroughly introduced to their new school and
new associates.
—W. H. H.
THE ROSE
FRESHMAN RECEPTION.
THE Y. M. C. A. Reception to the newstudents was given somewhat earlier this
year than last, and was a great success. Be-
sides the usual handshaking, there were a num-
ber of short informal talks by team captains
and representatives of the various organiz-,
tions, as well as an address of welcome by Doc-
tor. Mees.
The Mandolin Club also played, and made
an excellent showing for so early in the year,
but Beauchamp easily scored the hit of the even-
ing when he sang (as an encore) "Meet me in
the Shadows." The evening concluded with
the serving of refreshments by our ever-faith-
ful friends, the ladies of the faculty. The com-
plete program was as follows:
Address of Welcome Dr. C. L. Mees
Piano Solo Prof. Anderson
Of the Arens' Conservatory of Music
Talks by:
President Student Council 
J Mercer Beauchamp, '13
President Camera Club Harry L. Deck, '13
Editor "The Technic"Albert F. Brennan, '13
Selection Rose 'Mandolin Club
•President Scientific Society Ray Buck, '13
President Athletic Association
Frank M. O'Laughlin, '13
Our Foot Ball Coach Clarence McKinney
Our Basket Ball Captain "Dolly" Gray, '13
Our Track Captain "Dutch" Moore, '14
Our Base Ball Captain "Lefty" Nehf, '14
Vocal Solo J. Mercer Beauchamp, '13
Accompanied by John Scott, '14
Address, "When I Was a Boy" 
Prof. Wickersham
Selection Rose Mandolin Club
Address• Mr. B. C. Jacobson
State Secretary Student Y. M. C. A.
Refreshments.
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NEW STUDENTS.
The following is a list of this year's Fresh-
men:
G. G. Anderson, Milbank, S. D.
J. C. Barrett, Terre Haute, Ind.
R. W. Boyce, Dubuque, Iowa.
Paul Brown, Terre Haute.
Cecil Bordner, Stanton, Neb.
G. W. Brooks, Chicago, Ill.
C. F. Carlisle, La Junta, Col.
Joseph H. Carter, Terre Haute.
J. W. Childe, Martinsville, Ill.
G. Coats, Centerpoint, Ind.
James A. Dailey, Terre Haute.
C. L. Davison, Terre Haute.
A. D. Denison; Terre Haute.
W. E. Dodson, Terre Haute.
J. A. Emmitt, Terre Haute.
G. D. Ervin, Princeton, Ind.
G. W. Evans, N. Terre Haute.
W. C. Erler, Terre Haute.
C. Evinger, Terre Haute.
R. G. Feidler, Terre Haute.
R. E. Finley, Indianapolis, Ind.
Edwin S. Flarsheim, Louisville, Ky.
F. C. Goldsmith, Terre Haute.
E. Gadberry, Terre Haute.
D. C. Hornbeck, Circleville, 0.
C. S. Hill, Wabash, Ind.
D. W. Hite, Terre Haute, Ind.
G. W. Holding, Collinsville, Ill.
0. P. Hutchinson, Clinton, Ind.
R. A. Jaenisch, Terre Haute.
R. Kattman, Brazil, Ind.
F. W. Kingery, Terre Haute.
F. J. Kline, Terre Haute.
R. F. Leinberger, Terre Haute.
R. P. Long, Terre Haute.
A. H. Lyon, Terre Haute.
R. D. Leitch, Paris, Ill.
S. C. Leibing, Terre Haute.
M. E. Manson, Terre Haute.
G. Maier, Terre Haute.
A. R. McComb, Terre Haute.
M. J. McKeever, Terre Haute.
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A. D. Merrill, Terre Haute.
L. E. Milkey, Sandusky, 0.
I. C. Miller, Terre Haute.
W. H. Motz, Terre Haute.
P. G. Mueller, Springfield, 111.
F. H. Nicholson, Terre Haute.
S. W. Norton, Carthage, Mo.
J. M. Ott, N. Terre Haute.
R. K. Offutt, Terre Haute.
H. J. O'Laughlin, Terre Haute.
H. F. Ohm, W. Terre Haute.
I. T. Patridge, Milbank, S. D.
C. E. Pigg, Terre Haute, Ind.
F. V. Planque, Terre Haute.
E. Smock, Terre Haute.
S. P. Stone, New Orleans, La.
C. Shanks, Terre Haute.
R. A. Stuart, Terre Haute.
E. R. Steeg, Terre Haute.
M. Tilley, Terre Haute.
R. Trimble, Terre Haute.
C. T. True, Terre Haute.
D. B. Weaver, Miamisburg, 0.
F. C. Wagner, Terre Haute.
L. Wehr, Terre Haute.
R. A. Weinhardt, Terre Haute.
V. L. Whitacre, Riley, Ind.
H. R. Woodward, Jacksonville, Fla-.
Other New Students Are:
Homer Howe, from Norwich University, North-
field, Vermont, Special.
Vere S. Calvin, ex-'10, Senior.
Will P. Childs, ex-'12 and '13, Junior.
Chester Cotton, from Colorado College, Colora-
do Springs, Sophomore.
The present enrollment is :---Seniors
36; Juniors 44; Sophomores 56; Freshmen
70; Special 1. Total, 207.
CAMERA CLUB.
THE fact that photography has become sucha leading factor in Engineering work
should make every engineering student de-
sirous of knowing how to make his own pictures.
Some will say, "Get someone to make the pic-
tures that knows how." That is a good idea
but will you always be able to get the someone
just when you want him?
Then, besides this, the pleasure side of a
camera is worth all the time that is spent on it,
in the learning how to make pictures.
The Rose Tech Camera Club was organized
for the promotion of interest in photography.
Let every one who takes such interest, whether
he has a camera or not, come to and take part
in the meetings. The meetings are open to
every student at Rose and every means will be
used to make the work interesting and profit-
able.
Instead of just a few entering the contests,
let everyone who makes pictures enter, and
though you feel that you have no prize pictures
the criticism of the pictures will be worth the
time spent in the making.
The next contest will be on Lantern Slides
and Prof. Peddle has offered a $5.00 prize for
the best slide. The Club will offer second and
third prizes. The only conditions are that
there are six entries of four or more slides each.
We should have at least twice that number of
entries.
Let all boost and the Camera Club will be
one of the most helpful of all the student or-
ganizations at Rose.
Watch bulletin board for time ohneetings and
notice of trips, contests, etc.
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COACH McKinney is making no predictions,except that this years' team will fight all
the way in every game, and will go in to win.
Prospects are better than at any time during
the last four years and with the moral support
of every fellow in school behind it, the Rose
eleven will be a winner.
Mac has put ginger into the team and every
fellow is on his toes and trying all the time.
A good example of lack of this "moral sup-
port" occurred in the Eastern Illinois game.
A couple of forward passes got away from
Stoms at end. The knockers club got busy at
once. To any one who watched the passes on
those plays, it was plain that a ten-second man
couldn't have gotten under them. The team is
rounding into form and these rough spots will
soon be polished off. It has the stuff and the
fighting spirit, and if the whole school will stay
with it all season and boost, Rose Tech will
have a great season.
FOLLOWING are the important changes inthis years' rules:
1. The playing field, formerly 110 in
length, is shortened to an even 100 yards.
2. A zone of 10 yards width beyond the
goal lines is established. Scoring on a pass
made across the goal line into this zone is per-
mitted.
3. The number of downs to gain 10 yards
is increased from 3 to 4.
4. The on-side kick is eliminated.
5. The value of a touchdown is increased
from 5 points to 6, the goal from touchdown
and other goal standing as before.
6. The 20 yard zone with restrictions to
interfere with the forward pass, is eliminated
so that the restrictions apply to any part of
the field.
7. After a touch back, the ball is put in
play on the 20 yard line instead of the 25.
8. The kick-off is from the 40 yard line of
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the team kicking off. The kick-off is thus
lengthened by five yards.
9. The field judge is eliminated.
10. A bounding ball cannot score a goal.
11. The interval between the first and sec-
ond and the third and fourth periods is reduced
from 2 minutes to 1 minute.
000—
ROSE 45—E. I. S. N. 3.
Eastern Illinois sent over a team which look-
ed every bit as good as last years'. However,
the teachers could not advance the ball with
much success, and were out-classed and out-
played on defense. Joe Carter made five touch-
downs, one on an 85 yd. run on a kick-off. The
Rose team showed good interference, had pret-
ty good wind and showed lots of pep.
Captain Wilson was the star for Normal.
Line-up:
Rose 45 E. I. S. N. 3
Stonas, Gillum L E . Wright
Gray L.T.  Cooper
W. Carter L.G   Hawkins
LeForge C   Steinmetz
Poggensee R.G.   Highsmith
Childs, Hegarty  R.T. Ewald
Baxter, Planque RE.  Rogers
Nehf, Hansen R.H. Sehemacoll,
Butler
Hansen, Deming F.B.__Musgrove, Sowyer
J. Carter L.H . Kruzine
Larr Q.B.  Wilson
Touchdowns—Carter 5; Nehf 2. Goals—
Carter 3. Officials—Referee, O'Neil; umpire,
Spears; headlinesman, Scott; timekeeper, Frisz.
Time of quarters, 15 minutes.
 000 
ROSE will have a good line this 
year, and
a fast backfield.
Sommers, who plays like he meant it, will be
worked at center if he gets his back work up,
with Charlie LeForge in reserve. At the
guards are Poggy, one of the best in the state,
and Bill Carter, a hard player and steady as a
clock. Hegarty and Dolly Gray, along With
Childs, are at the tackles.
Deming, Plarique, Miller, Gillum and Jim
Moore are out for end, but Moore will hardly
be ready until the Earlham game. Baxter's
injury in the first game of the season robs the
team of a good, fast end. Stoms is a star at
smashing end on the defensive and on line
plunges. He will probably be used at full.
Larr, Nehf and Joe Carter round out the back-
field, with Hansen, Trimble, Barret, Stevens
and Stoltz to fall back on. Hansen has been
working hard every minute and the "Flying
Swede" is little but mighty.
As the team lined up in the first game, Plan-
que, Larr and Joe Carter' were the only men
without one or more years of college football.
Like Sommers, they are 'all old Wiley High
players.
000 
MR STEPHENSON has aroused interestin fall track work by starting cross
country runs. Runs from the Gym are held
every Thursday afternoon at 4 o'clock, and a
longer run every. Saturday that the football
team is away. The Saturday runs will take on
the form of "Hares and Hounds." They will
be from four to five miles, the whole course be-
ing out in the country north-east of town. In
these prelimipary runs, the slow man sets the
pace. This is good sport and is certainly bene-
ficial.•
An inter-class cross country run is planned
for November 23d, and dclual run with Indiana
State Normal will probably be held on Thanks-
giving afternoon with the finish on Rose Field
just before the Butler game. - - - -
Besides Coach Stephenson and Mr. Rerlin-
son of the Shops, the following fellows have
taken in the runs: Moore, .Coltrin, -Ransford,
Stevens, Whipple, VVallner, 'Smith, Klingman,
Arnold,' Finley and Shopm4er.
 000 
. i .
N September.. 28th, a very. enthusiastic
-general assembly was held, Mainly for the
purpose or stirring up more interest in Athle-
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tics. Dr. White and Prof. Hathaway, both
spoke on the condition of athletics at Rose, and
at the latter's suggestion a "Boosters' Club"
was organized with Sammy Finklestein, '15, as
commander-in-chief. Fink responded with a
convincing speech of acceptance.
Short talks were also made by Captain
Stoms, Prof. Thomas, Beauchamp and Coach
Stephenson of the track team.
Three or four meetings like this a year
would help to keep things moving right.
REVISED FOOTBALL SCHEDULE.
Oct. 5—E. I. S. N. at Terre Haute.
Oct. 12—Vanderbi1t at Nashville.
Oct. 19—Earlham at Richmond.
Oct. 26—E. I. S. N. at Charleston.
Nov. 2—Wabash at Crawfordsville.
Nov. 9—DePauw at Terre Haute.
Nov. 16—Purdue at LaFayette.
Nov. 28.—Butler at Terre Haute.
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Jo Jo is rounding into his old time form.
Witness this one, which he uttered without the
aid of a dictionary, after Liz Lyon, '14, tried
to answer a question in a very cute manner:
Jo Jo—Mr. Lyon, your replies are quite
irridescent. In fact, they are almost scintillat-
ing at times."
Heard in Analytical Dynamics: Hath, pass-
ing out the pamphlets to the "boys."
"Hey, 'fessor, were you sober when you
wrote this?"
After having worked twelve problems, Hath
says: "Now, boys, what ought I to do next?"
Schoonie—"Work the rest, Professor."
Later :—
Hath: "Now, boys, work these examples gen-
erally."
Chorus: "All right, 'fessor, but generally we
don't."
THE VITAL QUESTION.
The professor was delivering the final lec-
ture. He urged all to prepare faithfully for
the final examination.
"The examination papers are in the hands
of the printer. Are there any questions to be
asked?"
Silence prevailed. Then from the rear:
"Who's the printer?" —Everybody's.
* * * *
Dr. White—What is aluminum used for?
Dennison—Don't they make silver-ware out
of it?
* * * *
Coed—What is your favorite flower, Mr.
Greene?
Unpoetical Freshman—Gold Medal.
* * *
A sophomore short order—Cook Ham Dunn
Turner Overpeck.
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ISADORA.
Isadora Duncan, the barefoot dancer, is said
to have recently had the misfortune, while in
Paris dancing the "Seven Veils," to have lost
them all, and a Frenchman is said to have arose
to the occasion and gallantly thrown her his
partner's muff. This incident has furnished the
Boston Herald with their source of inspiration
for the following:
BARE FACTS.
Isadora's in a huff,
Paris treated her quite rough,
'Cause she didn't wear enough;
Didn't even wear a cuff,
Or a ruff
Or a muff—
Isadora, like the Hindoo,
Sought to make her native skin do—
Paris said it was a sin to,
Other places she had been to
Don't begin to
Cause chagrin to
Terpsichor,
Isadora,
Like thee,
Paree,
Gee!
* * * *
The red-haired girl was being teased about
the color of her hair.
"My hair is not red," she said indignantly,
"it is burnished gold."
"Really !" said her best friend. "What
karat?"
From the "Star": the machine suddenly
started, crashing into the corner of the hotel
building, and throwing Miss  to the
floor of the car. Outside of a bursted tire and
a bent axle, no serious damage resulted.
* * * *
Mary dropped her eyes to the floor as Henry
burst into the room. She pierced him with a
glance; but as his laugh rose and fell, she drop-
ped her jaw, and her voice broke.
YOU SEE THEM AT WORK EVERY-
WHERE.
If the waiter seems a little new and green
At the summer place you've chosen for the
season,
If the porter has a cultivated mien,
There's a reason, gentle reader, there's a
reason.
If you find-a stableman is up in Greek
And the clerk discusses Ibsen with each comer
Here's the answer to your question ere you
speak,
He's a college student working for the sum-
mer.
You will find him on the steamers, scrubbing
deck,
You will see him in the stokehole, where he
swelters,
You will find him picking currants by the peck,
And he labors in the factories and smelters;
He's the canvasser who lingers at your door,
He's a trolleycar conductor and a plumber,
And the extra clerk who serves you at the store
Is a college student working for the summer.
The iceman—you had best be kind to him,
For he may be champion strong man of his
college,
And the girl you hire to keep the house in trim
May be Vassar's very pride, and full of
knowledge.
There is nothing that a student won't essay;
He's a willing little toiler and a hummer;
You will find him near at home or far away,
The college student working for the sum-
mer. Berton Braley.
* * * *
Mr. Stephenson—Did any member of the class
ever live on salt
-water for any length of time?
I lived on a sound while attending Boston Tech.
* * * *
Prof. Thomas—"At the mid
-terms the class
will divide, one half going with me in rivers and
canals and the other with Prof. Wagner in water
motors and turbines." (Another differential
is due here but is being withheld by request).
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Tune—"Who are You With Tonight?"
To sons of old Technology all common things
are trite
And so affairs electrical amuse us here tonight
By this sine wave formality, forget your cares
and woe
Plug in the main of merriment and let the cur-
rent flow
And we'll have no reluctance to impede the flow
of beer
Although the tables are lit up, of that we have
no fear :—so
Refrain
Cut out the gloom tonight, tonight, Oh! cut out
the gloom tonight
Get in the circuit, you can work it, boost up
your appetite,
Keep all the current flowing, going, see that
your feeder's right
If you want your maximum output, get a full
load tonight.
Ben Franklin's famous, 'cause he found what
made the lightning strike,
But Fr.anklin never got the job, the mayor gave
to Pike;
You all have heard of Volta's pile, a pile that
no one wants
But if they'd let me choose a pile, I'd rather have
du Pont's.
With such electric leading lights we ought to
celebrate
So you can say when you get home that's why
you're insulate :—so
Refrain
—The Technology Review.
**%*
A MINIATURE JAG.
Byron Williams, the story writer and poet,
told the following yarn to a group of Press Club
men the other day:
"A man about town had been out with the
boys. late at night. On reaching his room he
swallowed what liquid refreshments remained
in a flask which he had in his pocket and flung
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it Sunder the bed before turning in.
The flask dripped a few drops on the carpet
and a little mouse came along and licked up one
of the drops. It made him feel good inside and
he licked up the other drops and, hankering
for more, chewed up the soaked end of the cork
which was lying hard by.
Mr. Mouse then started to walk away and
felt weak in the legs, but strong at the heart.
His courage knew no bound. He mounted the
unchewed portion of the cork and, waving a
forepaw wildly, exclaimed in a loud voice (loud
for a mouse) : "Where is that darned cat that
has been looking for me for the last three days!
Where is she !"
A THRILLING FACT.
"Suppose," said the wise orator—"though
it is a thought stupendous—
Suppose a baby one year old, with arms of
the tremendous
Length of ninety-three odd million miles,
Should in a freak of fun,
Reach up and touch the sun!
That child would be
Two hundred and fifty-three
Years old,
I'm told
Before it learned
Its hand was burned."—Jane Ellis Joy in St.
Nicholas.
Levi ( in Electricity) Where in the I I-1 i -
house could there be a short circuit?
* * * *
Papa—"I hear you have been a bad girl to-
day and had to be spanked."
Small Daughter—"Mamma is awful strict.
If I'd a known she used to be a school teacher,
I'd 'a' told you not to marry her." 
—Ex.
* * * *
Soci• ety Dame—James, you are the slowest
chauffer I ever had.
James—I'm naturally a very bashful man,
ma'am.
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Bill (cheerfully)—Hello, Jack! Married yet?
Jack (sadly)—Yes, married yet. —Ex.
* * * *
Have you seen Loehninger yet? Ferd says
he would like to work in a Bank because there
is good money in it.
* * * *
"I think," said Mrs. Cumrox, who was ar-
ranging a musical program, "that we will have
a mezzo-soprano."
"All right," replied her husband. "Don't
bother me about it. Go ahead and see an
architect." 
—Ex.
* * * *
To the joker who writes jokes for a living,
it isn't much of a joke when the editor can't
take a joke. 
—Ex.
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THE NUCLEUS OF AN ENGINEER'S
LIBRARY.
IT is surprising to find how common is thepractice among students in engineer-
ing schools of selling their textbooks
as soon as they pass the courses
wherein the books are used. Dur-
ing the last year in the classes in mechanics
of materials and hydraulics at a well-known
technical school of high standing there were
89 and 114 students respectively. The two
book stores at which textbooks are sold to these
students report that 76 copies of the mechanics
of materials and 97 copies of the hydraulics
were disposed of by them during the year.
This shows that 13 students in one and 17 in
the other, or 14.6 and 15 per cent respectively,
obtained their books from men who had pre-
viously taken the courses, or studied the book
of a classmate, or possibly in extreme cases
went without the book altogether.
If this condition obtains in such important
fundamental subjects, constituting the very
foundation of most constructive engineering,
what must be the state of affairs in the less
important ones? There are two reasons, both
poor, why students sell their books. In the
first place there are a good many men in
stringent financial circumstances who dispose
of one set in order to buy others. Even this is
false economy and the practice should not be
followed until all other resources have been
drawn upon. The second and more common
reason for dispensing with books lies in the
mistaken idea that as soon as an examination
in a subject is passed there is no further need
for the books pertaining to that subject. This
practice is by no means confined to needy stu-
dents, but is engaged in by those young men
who do not appreciate the relation of one
course to those that follow it. Neither do they
realize that their books are part of their stock
in trade, to be used as necessity demands. It
is not only at graduation that books are sold.
It is all through the colege course, and when
a copy -of the book on mechanics of materials
is disposed of at the end of the term there is
little or no thought in the mind of him who
sell it that he may have many occasions to use
that book in his machine design or bridge de-
sign courses that follow.
Experience teaches that one's textbooks are
the best reference books not only in college
but in after years while engaged in engineer-
ing practice. By studying a book daily for a
term one becomes familiar with it; he knows
where to find things in it and he understands
its limitations. In busy times, when it becomes
necessary to make use of a reference book, the
old textbook with its marginal notes and its
familiar diagrams, formulas and, most impor-
tant of all, with its familiar notation is a great
source of help, a friend in need. Not uncom-
mon is it that in making reference to some book
in which methods and notations are new one be-
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comes entangled in the search for the meaning
of this or that particular letter in the very
formula that is needed, but because the meaning
is not clear or the significance of the letter is
not stated he abandons the book without getting
the desired information. The book may be just
as good or better than others of its kind, yet
its value is greatly lessened because of its un-
familiar pages. The next best thing to having
information in mind is to have it in a book, to
know where to find it when wanted and. how to
use it when found. It is just this that makes
engineers' handbooks so desirable, and even
these books are only half appreciated until one
becomes familiar with them. But no handbook
takes the place of a good college training coup-
led with a workable library of technical books
upon which many hours have been spent in
study.
Students should keep their textbooks, wheth-
er they think they will be of further use or not.
Since most students who go through engineer-
ing courses follow engineering it is a fair pre-
sumption that the books will be used later. In
a well-managed course in engineering the books
are not selected at haphazard but are carefully
chosen. By preserving those used in classes
and by adding a few other standard ones each
year a fairly good nucleus will be formed by
commencement day around which a technical
library can easily be collected. And with a good
supply of books at hand the young engineer
will be more likely to continue his studies after
graduation than if his only available supply
rests in the city library, if, indeed, he is fortu-
nate enough to be near one.—Engineering Re-
cord.
000
ESSENTIALS OF PHYSICS.
THE above is a book 
by Daniel W. Hering,
and recently published by the D. Van
Nostrand Co.
The first chapter deals entirely with the
properties of Matter, and Pure Mechanics. Its
various articles contain a very nice and detailed
expressions of the topics treated, and are ar-
ranged in a manner so as to make their study
very easy and interesting. This Chapter ex-
plains very well the Laws and Principles main-
taining to the mechanics of Liquids and Solids.
Chapter two deals with the subject of Heat,
and in it are found articles which explain fully
the nature of heat, and all the laws pertaining
to it.
Chapter three gives a fine light on the subject
of waves and wave motion, preliminary to the
study of Sound, Light and Electricity.
Chapter four treats of the subject of Sound
in a manner very well suited to a good study
of the subject, from the student's standpoint.
Chapter five presents the subjects of Poten-
tial, Magnetism and Electricity in a very
through manner. Under the terms of Potential
and Field Force, are developed several special
ideas underlying the study of energy as it is
manifested in the various branches of Physics.
The construction of instruments for the measure-
ment of voltage, current, and resistance is tak-
en up and shown very clearly. Also the gen-
eral principles of the Dynamo are found in this
chapter.
Chapter six gives the subject of Light a
good presentation. The action of light waves
upon mirrors, lenses, and various surfaces is
shown, as well as the formulae pertaining to
these phenomna.
Also worthy of mention are the experiments
and problems at the end of the end of each
chapter which explain more fully the preced-
ing subject. Answers to the problems are
given which help to a large extent the interesting
study of the book.
In conclusion, we would say that the book
on a whole is well united for the study of a
broad view, of the subject of Physics, and
could be studied by a student with very little
preparation on the subject, irt quite an intelli-
gent manner, for no higher mathematics is
required than the elements of algebra, geometry
and plane trigonometry. Also the book on ac-
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count of its numerous references would be a
-good one for the use of Physics teachers.
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THE LARGEST TESTING MACHINE
IN THE WORLD.
By Thorsten Y. Olsen, of Tinius Olsen & Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa.
A testing machine with a 
capacity of 10,000,-
000 lb., the largest in the world, has
been designed by Mr. Tinius Olsen, of Phila-
delphia, for the structural materials testing
laboratory of the U. S. Geological Survey, now
a part of the laboratory of the Bureau of
Standards at Pittsburgh, Pa. It was placed
in operation on Sept. 12 in the presence of the
members of the International Association for
Testing Materials and broke a 4-ft. square brick
column, 12 ft. high, under a load of 6,580,000
lb. The machine was designed to test a 60-ft.
column vertically; the distance between the ten-
sion screws is 6 ft., which will admit of testing
exceedingly large columns as well as slabs, and
by placing an extension table on the lower platen
the largest beams may be broken. The machine
as shown in the illustration is now erected only
in partial height to test a column 25 ft. long.
Machine Proper—The machine proper con-
sists of two large heads, each weighing approx-
imately 30 tons, together with the four strain-
ing screws, each 13 1-2 in, in diameter. On the
lower head is mounted the cylinder, fam and
lower platen. The lower platen has a spherical
seat on the ram, so it may be adjusted or lev-
eled.
In the design of the cylinder and ram, one of
the most vital points was to secure a type of
packing which would hold the enormous _pres-
sure and in which the friction could be gov-
erned and controlled. To cover this point, a
new form of packing was invented, and before
using in the large machine, it was tried in var-
ious small machines up to 1,200,000 lb. capacity
and was found, in every case, to _meet the re-
quirements. This packing makes the friction
against the movable ram a factor, which will
vary directly with the pressure, and thus a
constant that is readily eliminated in the stand-
ardization of the scale beam. The packing con-
struction is such that no operator can alter it,
and it is either effective, or if used up, absolutely
useless, thus eliminating any personal judg-
ment as to tightening.
The Upper Head—The upper head is held
on the long tension screws by four gear nuts,
which are simultaneously operated through
gearing and a large motor placed on the head,
which raises it up and down to accommodate
any length of column to be tested.
Pumping System—The pressure is applied
to the ram through the medium of a three-
plunger variable stroke pump, operated by a
15-hp. three to one variable speed motor. As
the pump stroke can be varied while in motion
from 1-3 to 3 in. any possible speed can easily
be obtained. The three plunger pump forces
the oil past a small air reservoir and thence
into the cylinder, so that a practically uniform
application of the testing load is maintained.
Weighing System—It was not feasible
to weigh the pressure on the main cylinder, so
the pressure was transferred to a smaller cylin-
der, placed on the reservoir, and the pressure
on this cylinder was weighed through the action
of a lever system acting on a diaphragm placed
in the smaller cylinder. The lever system ter-
minates in a standard Olsen dial vernier screw
beam and a light pointer beam. The screw
beam reads directly to 2,000,000 lb. by 100-lb.
marks on the dial, and with end weights to 10,-
000,000 lb. controlled by the hand wheel and
indicator to the extreme right of the weighing
system.
The beam is also arranged so that the poise
weight will travel automatically at various
rates, controlled by both motor speed variation
and a set of variable speed cones, so that, with
a set rate of application of the load on the
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beam, the application of the pressure in the
cylinder may be arranged to balance the
pointer lever and keep it floating.
Calibration—To calibrate the machine, the
weighing system was standardized completely
up to 10,000,000 lb. by the use of standard
levers and weights, so that the poise was abso-
lutely correct for the portion of the load trans-
mitted to it from the main cylinder. A speci-
men can then be placed in the machine, noting
the compression within the elastic limit and ac-
curacy determined, or it may readily be com-
pared with any other smaller lever machine, by
the use of two specially designed diaphragms,
through which the pressure can be transmitted.
Such tests will check up closely with the calibra-
tion of the lever system, and any deviation can
readily be corrected in the weight of the poise
on the beam.
Guide System—The guiding of the upper
head is of itself an enormous proposition,
especially if the machine is ever lengthened to
cover the entire height. Side thrust must be
taken care of in the design of the building or
tower and the staying of the machine to the
tower. A guide frame connects the screws at
the extreme top and is guided directly to the
building, and at each corner of the movable
head are shoes arranged so they may be stayed
to the building at any set point allowing for
slight extension of the screws while under load.
—Engineering Record.
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PROBLEMSIN PHYSICAL CHEMIS-
TRY; WITH PRACTICAL APPLICA-
TIONS.
(By Edmund B. R. Prideaux)
D. Van Nostrand Co., New York. Price $2.00.
THIS most excellent work is an aid whichevery student of Chemistry should have
in his reference library. The problems are
numerous and are selected with the idea of giv-
ing the Chemistry student a very good insight
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into the principles of Physical Chemistry. This
book can not be compared with ordinary Chemi-
cal Arithmetic, for it does not cover such a
wide scope, but covers thoroughly the branches
of Physical Chemistry on which it treats.
The following is a general outline of its con-
tents:
I—Units and Standards of Measurement.
II—Thermochemistry.
Heats of reaction and temperature.
Differential and integral heats of
mixtures.
III—Systems of One Component.
The gas laws.
The second law of thermodynamics.
Laws of radiation.
IV—Mixtures.
Dilute solutions.
Thermodynamics of mixtures.
V—Gas reactions.
Homogenous and heterogenous re-
actions.
VI—Reactions in Solution.
Homogenous equilibrium in electro-
lytes.
Migration ratios.
Heterogenous solution reactions.
VII—Electromotive Force.
Electrical and chemical energy.
Electromotive force and concentration.
Single potential and reaction potential.
VIII—Kinetics of Molecular and Radio-
active Changes.
Complete reactions.
Radioactive changes.
Incomplete reactions.
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The explanations in this book are clear, con-
cise and to the point, and the problems are di-
rect applications of these principles. Dr.
Prideaux has carried out this work in an ad-
mirable manner, so that his book may be well
recommended to all chemists, physicists and en-
gineers who desire to obtain a grasp of the
fundamental quantitative principles of modern
(11CIT meal science.
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